Precise
Superior

Indestructible fastening
Our unique fixing system fastens the rail with absolutely no leeway and perfect fit, in whatever extension position, on whatever level. It is virtually
impossible to get it off the grid. Even if the rail is
fully extended. And that is the way it should be:
After all, your roast beef is supposed to stay in the
oven, not on the kitchen floor.

Simpler

Flexible

Lighter

25% less weight
263 fewer grams makes a big difference. Because our full extension slide rails are made 25%
lighter than conventional Flexiclip solutions from
other manufacturers. This allows your oven to
heat up quicker. And it saves energy: up to 100
kJ per baking process. That is good news for the
environment and even more so for your wallet.

Safer

Sophisticated innovations with a system

Most simple handling
What could possibly go wrong? Intuitively usable
levers make the job easy for users and installers.
Our rails can be hung on all levels in no time.
They offer up to 4 mm more useful space than
conventional rail solutions, and even with multiple
stocking they are hardly visible.

Best gliding properties
No shaking, no clanking, no hard knocking. No matter
how heavy the food is. Rails by Apparatebau always
keep their cool and always run precisely and evenly.
Our especially hygienic design makes sure that things
will stay this way.

An overview of our rail systems

Technical data:
•
•
•
•

The future belongs to clever ovens
At Apparatebau we never stop looking for new ideas,
for better solutions to come up with tomorrow’s oven
today. Form your own opinion and learn more about
our current research efforts.

Stainless steel
Temperature range up to 330°C
Load-bearing capacity 160 N per rail pair
Life-span of > 20,000 cycles

Together we go further
Are you looking for a strong and flexible partner for
your development projects? Look no further! At Apparatebau, each customer project is unique. Each
product solution is individual and customised. That is
project management as it is supposed to be!

Best with
With                     
– our patented engaging system for
full extension slide rails. Makes baking in the oven even
safer. Because the cooked food, once it is pulled out of
the oven, will stay exactly where you want it to be.
No awkward handling, no annoying burn blisters. Because      Smartlockkeeps its promises. See for yourself!

Retrofitting is possible anytime
No later expenses for accessories, not technical changes in the oven. No matter what is down the road: our
rail systems are fully compatible with most conventional oven grids available on the market.

Rails
Elements

Extension

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

Single
extension

2

270 - 300

360 - 420

14.1

23

Full extension

3

430 - 450

360 - 420

14.1

27.2

The most elegant form of fastening rails in an
oven is the functional frame by Apparatebau:
smaller, of superior quality and – above all –
better looking than usual wire-grid solutions.
With only one hand you can hang the rail up
and change its position anytime. Even if the
oven is still hot. What is more: The frame at
the oven wall is mounted the same way as wire
grids.
A special roller ensures that the rail will automatically slide back into the oven, moved by the
pressure of the closing oven door. No blocking.
No scratches on the glass. So: just close the
oven door and the baking tray will slip back
into the oven. Enjoy!

Get in touch with us!
Challenge us!
We are ready.

PERFORMANCE IN HIGH-GRADE STEEL
Schotterweg 7/9
I-39044 Laag / Neumarkt (BZ)
Phone: +39 0471 8096 - 11
Mail: info@apparatebau.it
Web: www.apparatebau.it

What Webster’s would
write about us

For proud kitchen
owners and happy
cooks

Ap|pa|rate|bau, the: German-Italian company.
Makes kitchen owners proud and cooks happy. A
benefit for every clever manufacturer of white goods
and an experienced specialist for high-quality rail
systems made of the best in stainless steel.

What has a superior rail system got to do with
your customers? A great deal! That’s what we
think at Apparatebau.

C l e v e r
baking!

Top-quality finish, clever features with precise mechanical parts and intuitive user interfaces make
the leading quality of your oven an experience
for all five senses. Everything functions perfectly.
And with effortless ease. This makes your oven
a great stage, and it makes the cook the king of
the kitchen. We can achieve all of this for you!
Because your customers are also our customers.
Because our innovative power is also yours.

Belongs to the family of the traditional German
Gronbach company. Located in the southern-Tyrolean town of Neumarkt. And maybe soon in your
oven, too.

Make your cooks happy and your kitchen owners
proud! Choose clever rail solutions by Apparatebau – performance in high-grade steel.

PERFORMANCE IN HIGH-GRADE STEEL

For your clever oven
Superior rail systems by Apparatebau
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